
NEWS... 

Our  KRO open r ings  may  not  be 
revolutionary but they will save you a lot 
of friction...

AUGUST 2022

> SARDIHNA CUP

Guillaume Pirouelle our emblematic Karver engineer multiplies racing experiences. 
Lately, it’s for the Sardihna Cup that he once again rode his Figaro, in company 
of Robin Follin, young skipper from South of France.

Despites a mainsail which was starting to tear, the duet had a very good first part. 
A strategic stage, with crossings of fronts and very changeable weather conditions. 
They manage to take a comfortable 4th place despite 2 mainsail repairs. Once by 
lowering it, and once by climbing the mast.

The return step was more complicated due to uncertain and stormy weather. The 
pair progressed slowly beause the weather update was no longer being done. 
So they relied only on the wind. A human & technical experience rich in lessons. 
Guillaume is discreet and modest. He is not shouthing it from the rooftops but 
here is 2nd in the overall Figaro 3 ranking ! Not bad for a start !

Next training before the start of the famous Figaro Solitaire of St Nazaire on 
August 21: Solo Guy Cotten, departure from Concarneau.

Go go go!!!

> PRO SAILING TOUR

Last race for another member of the Karver team; the Pro Sailing Tour. 
A competition in 4 stages which took place between May and July 2022, on the 
waters of Mediterranean, the Atlantic and finally the Chanel (English and French 
coast).

Aloïs, our France Sales Manager, was on board of the Ocean Fifty Solidaire en 
Peloton with Thibaut Vauchel-Camus.

A spectacular event bringing together exceptional multihulls over 15 meters. 
The Ocean Fifty is renowned for being a simple, light, high-performance and 
financially accessible trimaran. Karver KF furlers, KJC jammers and KBO blocks 
accompanied them during the various races! Thibaut’s team takes 4th place 
overall! Congratulations guys for this great performance.

Whether you want to change winches or for 
your existing winch, opt for Karver elegance 
with our KWH handles.

Available in carbon, wood veneer and 
customizable. A reference at a very 
reasonable price.

Need an ally who will never let you go and 
protect your hands? The KJH handle was 
designed for this !

L i t t l e  f a n t a s y :  i t  i s  a v a i l a b l e  i n 
phosphorescent version!

KSHOP Looking for spare parts?

Bingo! You can get them directly from 
the new KShop from our website.

You will also find clearance items and 
sometimes much more depending on 
the country of residence.

From left to right: Antoine JOUBERT, Aloïs KERDUEL, Luke BERRY, Julien PULVE, Thibaut VAUCHEL-CAMUS.
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METS AMSTERDAM We take the same 
and start again : Find us at METS (the 
international show for boating equipment 
manufacturers) from November 15th to 
17th, same place as 2021:

HALL 5 - BOOTH 323

More info soon...

https://www.facebook.com/GuillaumePirouelleSkipper
http://2022.sardinhacup.com/
https://fr-fr.facebook.com/robinfollinsailor
https://lasolitaire.com/the_race/course
https://sologuycotten.blogspot.com
https://prosailingtour.com
https://defi-voile-solidairesenpeloton.com
https://defi-voile-solidairesenpeloton.com
https://www.facebook.com/DefiVoileSolidairesEnPeloton
https://www.karver-systems.com/en/product-category/furlers-kf/kf-standard/
https://www.karver-systems.com/en/product-category/deck-equipments/kj-high-load-jammers/kjc-hr-carbon-jammers/
https://www.karver-systems.com/en/product-category/blocks-sheaves/kbo-multipurpose-blocks/kbo-2/
https://www.karver-systems.com/en/product-category/furlers-kf/kf-options/kf-options-ropes/kf-options-kro-open-ring/
https://www.karver-systems.com/en/product-category/furlers-kf/kf-options/kf-options-ropes/kf-options-kro-open-ring/
https://www.karver-systems.com/en/product-category/winches/kw-winches-accessories/
https://www.karver-systems.com/en/product-category/winches/kw-winches-accessories/
https://www.karver-systems.com/en/product-category/deck-equipments/cam-cleats-2/kjh-handles/
https://www.karver-systems.com/en/product-category/deck-equipments/cam-cleats-2/kjh-handles/
https://www.karver-systems.com/en/product-category/furlers-kf/furler-spare-parts-kf-options-furlers-kf/
https://www.karver-systems.com/en/product-category/furlers-kf/furler-spare-parts-kf-options-furlers-kf/
https://www.karver-systems.com/en/
https://www.metstrade.com/
https://www.karver-systems.com/DownloadKarver/Newsletter24_fr.pdf


ROUTE DU RHUM The visit to our Lorient 
office is more frequent for Class40 racers 
preparing the Route du Rhum. Stock up on 
spares for winches (opening key, pawl kits, 
oil, etc...) and furlers (pins, yellow parts) 
etc...

Also, think practical with our KJH handles 
and KWH handles.

VOILÀ L’ÉTÉ ! Summer is well and truly here, 
and what a summer so far!

July/August is the time when we take turns 
taking a little break to reload our batteries. 
There will always be people to answer your 
questions by email or phone.

However, we ask you, when possible, to 
anticipate your orders.

Enjoy your holidays & sea you soon!

> KPW WINCH POWER

During a sea trip with the team, our colleague Laura had the opportunity to test 
our power winch KPW110. Too easy!!

 These 100% manual winches have the particularity of being 3 times easier to use 
than conventional winches thanks to 2 extra powerful additional speeds. A single 
objective: making navigation easier and accessible to everyone without having 
to install an electric winch.

What are you waiting for? Come winch with us!!

> SERVICING TEAM AND K TRAINING

Need a check-up for your Karver products? A question about their installation? 
You can count on us and especially on the after-sales service team, based in 
Honfleu .

Regarding after-sales service, the easiest way is to send us your equipment. 
The average delays upon receipt of parcels are generally 2 or 3 weeks (depending 
on the repair to be made).

In addition to after-sales service, we can also provide you with Karver training. 
On site or to take away, with Tim and JP, and also at our Lorient showroom with 
Tanguy, Cédric or Aloïs. If the trip is not possible for you, a video call can also be 
organized. A real time saver and a great help.

Moreover of being trained on the products of your choice, you could leave with 
your “Karver Institue” diploma. So Kool!

MORE INFORMATIONS ON OUR WEBSITE WWW.KARVER-SYSTEMS.COM

Karver Systems: Avenue Marcel Liabastre 14600 Honfleur FRANCE - contact@karver-systems.com - Tél. : +33 (0)2 31 88 37 98

CONTACTS

Sales coordinator: 
Mélanie BOURDON 
melanie@karver-systems.com 
+33 (0)2 31 88 89 79

International sales :
Christophe QUESNEL 
christophe@karver-systems.com 
+33 (0)6 15 07 87 17

Cédric RAFIN 
cedric@karver-systems.com 
+33 (0)6 61 11 09 53

France sales:
Alois KERDUEL 
alois@karver-systems.com 
+33 (0)6 21 82 02 49

Sales Director:
Tanguy de LARMINAT 
tanguy@karver-systems.com 
+33 (0)6 71 64 51 15

CHOICE SUPPORT TOOL Wondering which 
furler to use for your sailboat ?

We have concocted a choice support tool 
on our website. There are more than 3000 
referenced boats. However if you have any 
questions, just give your sales representative 
a quick call and you’re done.

https://www.karver-systems.com/en/product-category/winches/kpw-winches-extra-power/
https://www.karver-systems.com/en/choice-support/
https://www.karver-systems.com/en/choice-support/
https://www.routedurhum.com
https://www.routedurhum.com
https://www.facebook.com/KarverSailing
https://www.linkedin.com/company/karver-systems
https://www.instagram.com/karversailing
https://www.youtube.com/KarverSailing
https://www.pinterest.fr/karversystems
https://www.karver-systems.com/en/



